
First Day In Office….11-9-20….President Hansen 

 

It was an historic day!  I was the first political Independent to be elected as President of the United States!  

 

My first concern and my first actions would be on Covid-19.  A huge organization of the finest minds would be created to 

assure that preventive injections (when they are available) would be made for billions of people around the world.   A 

daunting task!  Primary questions are:  How long will it take to give those billions of injections?  Will there be enough 

preventive measures?  What do we do with people who  refuse to take an injection?  That’s just the first period of time as I 

assume the Presidency.   

 

There are many other actions I would take as President.  All of the following (not in any particular order) would be on my list 

of actions that wold be taken:   

__Every corporation listed on a stock exchange  would be required to have women and people of color on their Boards of 

Directors. 

—-Thousands of apartments wold be constructed in order to keep the homeless off the streets. 

—-Billions of dollars would be used to create wind and solar panels across the United States.  

—-Minimum wages would be dramatically increased and required of all businesses to assure a living wage for all employees.  

—-Income taxes wold be substantially increased for those businesses and millionaires (billionaires) who pay none, very little 

or insufficient income taxes. 

—-Hundreds of thousands of new policemen and women would be hired to stop mindless and violent demonstrations (pro 

and con).  Jail terms would be required and increased for those caught destroying property. 

—-Beginning immediately, all future U.S. Supreme Court Justices nominated would have to be registered as Independents to 

assure decisions made were not politically biased or motivated. 

—-The finest minds in America would be appointed to discuss and recommend actions that should be take against Islamic 

Countries, Russia and China. 

 

The new motto for Americans would be: 

 

‘Speak up!  Your voice counts!’ 

 

Let’s see now, I have just finished my first day as President of the United States.   What do I do tomorrow? 

 


